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Introduction

Marginal zone lymphomas (MZL) represent approximately 
8% of all non-Hodgkin lymphomas (NHL) (1), spanning at 
least three different entities (2): splenic MZL, nodal MZL 
and extranodal MZL of mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue 

(MALT). The first two forms are rare, representing less 
than 2% of all NHL, while the extranodal MZL represents 
the most commonly occurring MZL subtype (3).

MZL is an interesting model of antigen-driven 
malignancy, where factors related to host and environment 
show a critical role in the pathogenesis of the disease. 
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Extranodal MZL usually arises in the context of chronic 
inflammation related to infective agents as in Helicobacter 
pylori (Hp)-induced gastritis or following autoimmune 
disorders like Sjögren syndrome or Hashimoto thyroiditis (4).  
Since the discovery of pathogenic association between Hp 
infection and gastric MALT lymphoma (5,6), other infective 
agents have been investigated such as Chlamydia psittaci 
(Cp) in ocular adnexal MALT lymphomas (7) and Borrelia 
burgdorferi (Bb) in cutaneous MZL (8). Some other bacteria 
with putative lymphomagenesis capability have been 
proposed. Level of evidence supporting these associations 
is variable, with only a few of them achieving the Koch’s 
postulates, currently used to define causative agents of 
defined diseases. In the last 20 years, the role of Koch’s 
postulates to establish causative agents of neoplastic disease 
have been revised, and the concept of multifactoriality 
into the process of lymphomagenesis has been introduced 
(9,10). Melenotte et al. recently proposed a further change 
in the identification of causality relationships between 
bacteria and neoplasm (11), proposing a list of eight criteria 
to support the link: epidemiological, consistency among 
repeated observations, temporality, anatomical proximity, 
in situ localization of the bacteria within the NHL biopsy 
samples, experimental in vitro B-cell transformation, in vivo 
development of lymphoma, and lymphoma remission after 
antibiotic therapy. Only Hp infection complies with all the 
points illustrated, highlighting the difficulty of identifying 
universal criteria to point out a role of the infectious agent 
in the lymphomagenesis process.

Importantly, the prevalence of these associations can 
change in different periods and among diverse geographical 
areas, which has been largely reported also for viruses with 
lymphomagenic potentialities as Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) 
and hepatitis C virus (HCV) (12-15).

The pathogenic role of some bacteria resulted in the 
use of antibiotics to eradicate infections and to avoid the 
antigenic triggering that maintain lymphoma cells survival 
and growth. Following the example of Hp-associated gastric 
MALT lymphoma, antibiotic therapy gains space in the 
field of biological anti-lymphoma treatments, but level of 
evidence supporting associations and efficacy of antibiotic 
therapy is variable. Herein, we review the ethio-pathogenic 
associations between extranodal MZLs and causative 
bacteria and their therapeutic implications, discussing 
critically available evidence supporting lymphomagenesis 
and treatment of these combinations, with the aim to 
provide diagnostic and therapeutic recommendations and 
to analyze future perspectives in this important field of 

research.
The diagnosis of MZL relies on histopathological 

evaluation according to the criteria established by current 
WHO classification (2). Neoplastic lesions show a diffuse 
infiltrate of lymphocytes cells with a variable amount of 
centrocytic-like, small or monocytoid looking cells (16). 
Neoplastic lymphocytes are immunoreactive for CD20, 
CD79a, Bcl2, IgM, in a variable proportion of cases for 
IRTA1, MNDA, CD23, and CD43 and negative for cyclin 
D1, CD5, CD10, and IgD (4). Evaluation of CD5 and 
CycD1 are critical to exclude mantle cell lymphoma, even 
if a small proportion of CD5-positive EMZL has been 
reported (17,18). The occurrence of lymphoepithelial 
lesions, albeit characteristic, is not pathognomonic for 
MALT lymphomas, since they can also be present in 
reactive conditions or other lymphomas.

Helicobacter pylori

Hp is a spiral shaped gram-negative bacterium, classified in 
1994 as a group 1 carcinogen by the International Agency 
for Research on Cancer (19). This bacterium colonizes the 
gastric mucosa with an incidence of 80% in developing 
countries and 50% in industrialized countries and is 
responsible of active gastritis that have been associated 
with the development of gastric adenocarcinoma or 
lymphoma. The route by which infection occurs remains 
unknown (20,21). Person-to-person transmission of Hp 
through either fecal/oral or oral/oral exposure seems most 
likely (21,22). Humans appear to be the major reservoir of 
infection; however, Hp has been also isolated from primates 
in captivity (23).

In physiological conditions, the gastric mucosa does 
not contain lymphoid tissues, but, in Hp-induced gastritis, 
features of acquired MALT are observed. The prevalence 
of Hp infection in 92% of patients with gastric MALT 
lymphoma (24,25), as well as tumor regression after Hp 
eradication with specific antibiotics in 75% of patients with 
gastric MALT lymphoma are important data supporting 
the relationship between this bacterium and gastric 
lymphomagenesis (26).

In addition, molecular studies performed in patients 
with Hp gastritis and subsequent gastric MALT lymphoma 
detected the same B-cell clone in both diagnostic samples, 
suggesting a multistep process initiated by Hp infection that 
can lead to lymphoma development eventually (27).

Monoclonality in patients with Hp-related gastritis 
has been reported as a precursor of MALT lymphoma 
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development (28). However, many of those patients 
will never develop MALT-lymphoma. Thus, clonality 
assessment should not be performed in the absence of clear 
histological evidence of MALT-lymphoma, and should not 
be used for patients’ follow-up.

All these findings suggest that lymphoma development 
is a consequence not only of host dependent factors, but 
also of Hp-related factors, such as expression of cytotoxin-
associated gene A (CagA) (29). The latter has been 
implicated not only in the general virulence of the strains, 
but also in their ability to induce lymphomas and solid 
tumors. As in the gastric cancer, CagA expressed in B cells 
undergoes tyrosine phosphorylation and binds to SHP2 (30).  
CagA-deregulated SHP2 then aberrantly activates Erk, 
which in turn induces phosphorylation of Bad at Ser112 
that hampers Bad/Bcl-2 interactions, enabling Bax/Bcl-
2 heterodimers to form in lieu of pro-apoptotic Bax 
homodimers (31). CagA also inhibits apoptosis of B cells by 
simultaneously affecting the function of p53 and the JAK/
STAT signaling pathway (32).

These CagA activities may promote accumulation 

of preneoplastic B cells by subverting their elimination 
through apoptosis, which may additionally contribute to the 
development of MALT lymphoma (31).

The clinical presentation of gastric MZL is characterized 
by dyspepsia (90% of cases), epigastric pain, and anemia 
due to chronic bleeding, while B symptoms are rare. The 
endoscopic findings are not specific and vary from a flat 
gastritis appearance to one or more ulcers (33). Hp in 
histological specimens can be detected morphologically 
by hematoxylin-eosin or modified Giemsa stains, by 
immunostaining with specific monoclonal antibody, tissue 
culture, or PCR (34). Other noninvasive tests for Hp 
detection include urease breath test, assessment of CagA in 
the feces and determination of anti-Hp antibody titers in 
the serum.

Hp eradication with wide-spectrum antibiotics is the 
conventional first-line treatment for patients with limited-
stage gastric MALT lymphoma associated with this bacterial 
infection (35). The ideal eradication therapy should be safe, 
effective (eradication rate >90%), simple, and economical. 
With the wide application of antibiotics, drug resistance is 
increasing, and represents the main reason for treatment 
failure (36). The choice of antibiotics combination should 
depend on local drug resistance rates estimated in the 
respective country (Table 1). Primary and acquired resistance 
to clarithromycin and metronidazole has increased 
globally in the last years, leading to a loss of efficacy of 
the conventional first-line treatment regimens (36). Since 
clarithromycin represents the cornerstone of eradication 
therapy, resistance to this drug accounts for the main 
determinant of antimicrobial treatment: in countries where 
the incidence of resistance is low (i.e., <15%), current first-
line standard regimen is a triple therapy with clarithromycin 
in association with metronidazole or amoxicillin and a 
proton pump inhibitor (PPI) or a bismuth quadruple 
therapy (37-39). The second line therapy should then 
be the bismuth-quadruple or a triple therapy containing 
fluoroquinolones (40). In countries where the incidence of 
macrolides resistance is higher, resistance to metronidazole 
should be considered as well, and, where it is low, a triple 
therapy with PPI, amoxicillin and metronidazole can 
be used. If the resistance for both clarithromycin and 
metronidazole is low, bismuth quadruple or a concomitant 
non-bismuth quadruple therapy should be used (37,40).

The increasing rate of resistance has led clinicians to 
modify therapies by choosing regimes including tetracycline 
with a PPI and a bismuth salt or the use of levofloxacin or 
rifabutin-based treatment regimens (37,41,42). However, 

Table 1 Standard antibiotic combinations for Hp eradication

Drugs and doses

Clarithromycin-based triple therapy

Standard triple 
regimen (with 
metronidazole)

Clarithromycin 500 mg (twice daily)

Metronidazole 500 mg (three times 
daily)

Pantoprazole (PPI) (twice daily)

Standard triple 
regimen (with 
amoxicillin)

Clarithromycin 500 mg (twice daily)

Amoxicillin 1 g (twice daily)

Pantoprazole (PPI) (twice daily)

Quadruple regimen or levofloxacin-based regimen

Bismuth quadruple 
regimen

Tetracycline 500 mg (four times daily)

Metronidazole 500 mg (three times 
daily)

Pantoprazole (PPI) (twice daily)

Bismuth subsalicylate standard dose 
(three times daily)

Levofloxacin-based 
regimen

Levofloxacin 500 mg (once daily)

Amoxicillin 1 g (twice daily)

Pantoprazole (PPI) (twice daily)

Hp, Helicobacter pylori; PPI, proton pump inhibitor.
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combinations require high patient compliance, implying 
the intake of several tablets for 10–14 days. Incomplete 
adherence would further increase the onerous problem of 
resistance (43). In a hostile environment for its growth, Hp 
takes the coccoid form, a condition refractory to antibiotics. 
Coccoid forms can restore their activity 2 or more weeks 
after the end of treatment and they represent an important 
reason for both eradication failure and relapse (44), also 
considering their ability to survive for periods of time 
outside the cells in feces or in water.

Hp eradication induces lymphoma regression and long-
term clinical disease control in 75% of patients (35). The 
length of time required to achieve a remission ranges from 
a few weeks to more than a year. In patients who achieve 
clinical and endoscopic remission with eradication of Hp 
but display persistent disease by histology, it is reasonable 
to wait for at least 12 months before starting another 
treatment (45,46). Upon documentation of Hp eradication, 
strict endoscopic follow-up is recommended, with multiple 
biopsies taken 2 and 3 months after treatment to prevent 
tumor progression, and subsequently (twice per year for 
2 years) to monitor the histological regression of the 
lymphoma.

Two different mechanisms are responsible for the 
recurrence of Hp infection: recrudescence and reinfection. 
Recrudescence is the recurrence of the original bacterium 
after a failed attempt of eradication; reinfection occurs 
when, after a successful eradication, the patient shows an 
infection with either the original strain or a new strain of 
Hp (47). Many investigators have found that recurrence 
rates during the first 3–12 months after antibiotic therapy 
are due to late recrudescence whereas a Hp negativity for 
1 year after treatment is a reliable indicator of successful 
eradication (48).

Definition of therapeutic response and choice of further 
treatment is based on the use of a histological grading 
system on post-treatment gastric biopsies (49) (Table 2). 
Accordingly, the detection of complete response (CR) or 
probable minimal residual disease (pMRD) after successful 
Hp eradication with conventional antibiotic therapy is 
considered as a state of remission that does not need for 
additional treatment. In the case of responding residual 
disease (rRD), a partial and ongoing response is thinkable 
and management should be personalized; endoscopic follow 
up can be adopted unless suspicious of tumor progression 
or presence of endoscopic unfavorable features. In the 
largest reported series, Hp eradication with triple antibiotic 
therapy has been followed by a CR and pMRD rates of 68% 
and 9%, respectively, with an overall response rate (ORR) 
of 77% in a multicenter cohort study of 420 patients with 
gastric MALT treated (50). One-quarter of the patients did 
not respond, with rRD in 3% and no change (NC) in 20%; 
the median time from Hp eradication to CR or pMRD was 
4 months (range, 1–94). After a median follow-up period 
for responders (CR and pMRD) of 5.48 years (range, 1–14), 
only 3% of responders experienced lymphoma relapse.

Antibiotic therapy has been also proposed as first-
line treatment to patients with localized Hp-negative 
gastric MALT lymphoma, which is recommended also by 
international guidelines. In a systematic review on 110 
patients with Hp-negative gastric MALT lymphoma (51), 
front-line antibiotic therapy has been associated by a 15% 
complete remission rate, which has risen up to 38% in 
a few small, single-center series (52-54). These findings 
could be explained by false negative results in Hp diagnostic 
tests or by the involvement bacteria other than Hp in the 
development of gastric MALT lymphoma (46).

t(11,18)(p21;p21) is an important predictor of response 

Table 2 Response grading system in gastric MALT lymphoma

Histopathological response Histopathological findings

CR Disappearance of neoplastic infiltrate, without lymphoid aggregates

pMRD Persistence of small lymphoid aggregates or lymphoid nodules in the basal lamina propria and/or 
submucosa, no further characterizing but probably expression of a minimal residual

rRD Persistence of decreased dense nodular or diffuse centrocyte like infiltrate, extending around glands, 
with stromal changes as prominent feature of this state and indicative of an ongoing remission 
process

NC An almost unchanged histopathological picture

Modified from ref (49). MALT, mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue; CR, complete response; pMRD, probable minimal residual disease; 
rRD, responding residual disease; NC, no change.
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to antibiotic therapy in Hp-related gastric MALT 
lymphoma. This translocation has been exclusively reported 
in MALT lymphomas and is common in gastric forms (24% 
of cases) (55). t(11,18)(p21;p21) is associated with lower 
responsivity to antibiotics, and has been detected in 47% 
of gastric localized MALT lymphoma unresponsive to Hp-
eradicating therapy (46). Nevertheless, the assessment of 
this translocation is not strictly recommended in clinical 
practice (35).

Chlamydia psittaci

The Chlamydiae are obligate intracellular prokaryotic 
bacteria that infect mainly epithelial mucosa and are 
responsible for a great number of human infections 
involving not only mucosae but also the eye, genital tract, 
respiratory tract, and joints. These bacteria can inhibit 
apoptosis of infected cells and their oncogenic role is 
supported by the evidence of their ability to establish 
persistent infection, be mitogenic in vitro, induce polyclonal 
cell proliferation in vivo, and cause resistance to apoptosis 
in infected cells (56-58). Chlamydiae undergo an orderly 
alternation between a metabolically inactive, infective 
form [the elementary body (EB)] and a metabolically active 
intracellular growth stage form [the reticulate body (RB)]. 
This reversible growth option is referred to as persistence 
and is important in the pathogenesis of chronic chlamydial 
infections. Cp is the etiologic agent of psittacosis, a human 
infection caused by exposure to infected animals. Cp 
DNA has been detected in different percentages in several 
cases of EMZL arising in the ocular adnexal, skin, thyroid 
gland, salivary gland, and lung (59,60); however, to date, 
the highest incidence of Cp infection has been reported in 
MZL of ocular adnexal (OAMZL).

The pathogenic role of Cp in patients with OAMZL is 
supported by several evidence: the detection of its DNA 
in lymphoma samples and peripheral blood respectively in 
80% and 40% of these patients (7), the recognition of both 
EB and RB of this bacteria in the macrophages of tumor 
samples by electronic microscopy, the isolation of Cp bodies 
in in vitro cultures from conjunctival swab and peripheral 
blood (61), and the regression of tumor lesion after Cp 
eradication with antibiotic therapy (62-65). As reported for 
other pathogens, chronic stimulation due to Cp infection 
may provide antigens able to induce immune reactions 
cross-reacting with host self-antigen (61,66), leading to 
the loss of local tolerance, and capability of eliminate 
inflammatory stimulus and promoting ultimately the onset 

of lymphoma (56).
The prevalence of Cp infection in OAMZL shows 

a striking variation among different geographical areas 
(58,67), probably also for methodological pitfalls, for the 
varied use of wide-spectrum antibiotics before biopsy, 
and the putative involvement of other microbial agents in 
lymphomagenesis (56). The highest association rates have 
been reported in some European countries and Korea, but 
large studies centrally assessing tissue samples of suitable 
series from several countries have not been performed.

Ocular adnexal lymphoma (OAL) represents 1–2% of 
all NHL and 5–15% of all extranodal NHL (68,69); with 
an incidence of approximately 0.28 per 100,000 subjects. 
OAMZL usually arises after the fourth decade, with a median 
age of 65 years and high prevalence among females (61). 
The clinical presentation of OAMZL depends on involved 
structures, with 25% showing conjunctival lesions, and 
intraorbital masses in 75% of cases. Conjunctival lesions 
appears as the typical “salmon red patch”, while intraorbital 
localization may cause exophthalmos (27% of cases), 
palpable masses (19%), ptosis (6%), diplopia (2%), orbital 
edema, epiphora (56).

The evidence of an association between Cp and 
development of OAMZL was demonstrated in a study 
published in 2004 (7). In this study, the presence of Cp 
DNA has been investigated by polymerase chain reaction 
in diagnostic biopsies from 40 patients with OAL, 20 non 
neoplastic orbital biopsies, 26 reactive lymphadenopathy 
samples, and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 
from 21 lymphoma patients and 38 healthy individuals. Cp 
DNA has been detected in 80% of OALs, whereas has been 
absent in controls. Forty-three percent of patients with 
Chlamydia-positive lymphomas carried Cp DNA in their 
PBMCs, whereas none of the healthy donors carried Cp 
DNA in their PBMCs (43% vs. 0%; P<0.001).

Seven patients with chlamydia-positive OAMZL have 
been treated with the antibiotic doxycycline, and objective 
response has been assessed in four patients with measurable 
lymphoma lesions. One month after doxycycline treatment, 
chlamydial DNA has been no longer detectable in the 
PBMCs of all seven treated patients, and objective response 
has been observed in two of the four evaluable patients. In 
accordance with Koch’s first and second postulate, these 
data strengthen the association of pathogenicity between 
the presence of Cp and the onset of lymphoma, supporting 
further studies and a different therapeutic approach.

Several experiences of antibiotic therapy have been 
reported both at the diagnosis and at the relapse in patients 
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with OAMZL (62,63,65,70). In a phase II trial, 27 patients 
with OAMZL at first or subsequent lines have been treated 
with a 3-week course of doxycycline (63). This strategy has 
been associated with an ORR of 48%, with responses in 
64% of Cp DNA positive patients and 38% of Cp DNA 
negative patients. Responses have been recorded even 
among patients with regional lymphadenopathies and both 
in previously irradiated and non-irradiated patients. The 
2-year failure-free survival was 66%. In 2012, the results of 
the first international phase II were published (64). Thirty-
four patients with newly diagnosed OAMZL and measurable 
or parametrable disease have been treated with the 3-week 
course of doxycycline. Cp DNA has been detected in 89% 
of biopsies samples; 29 patients had Cp DNA in baseline 
swabs and/or blood samples and have been evaluable for 
chlamydial eradication, which has been achieved in 48% 
of patients at 1 year of follow-up. ORR has been 65%, 
with a 5-year PFS for the eradicated patients of 55%. Cp 
eradication has been associated with improved ORR and 
a better PFS. The latter findings have demonstrated that 
lymphoma regression is due to microorganism eradication 
and not to a direct anticancer property of the antibiotic (71). 
Patients with continuous contact with infected animal have 
experienced Cp reinfection compromising the effectiveness 
of antibiotic therapy (56).

In a retrospective series (70), Korean colleagues have 
analyzed data of 38 patients with OAMZL treated with 
front-line, single-course doxycycline at a dose of 100 mg 
twice a day for 3 weeks, or with a double course, with  
3 weeks off, for patients with residual eye-related symptoms 
or non responders to a single course. An ORR of 47% 
(complete remission rate: 18%) has been recorded at a 
median follow up of 26.4 months, with a 3-year time-to-
treatment failure rate of 84%. Moreover, patients treated 
with two courses of antibiotic showed a higher response rate 
compared to a single course (54% vs. 33%) and the same 
response rate has been recorded regardless Cp infection 
status. The same authors have conducted a study on 90 
patients with newly-diagnosed OAMZL treated with two 
cycles of doxycycline (100 mg bid) for 3 weeks, reporting 
an ORR of 27% and a stability of the disease in 38% with 
a median PFS of 61 months (65). In contrast, no responses 
have been reported in a retrospective Austrian study on 11 
patients with unknown Cp infection status, treated with 
doxycycline and followed for only 9 months (72). However, 
the small size of the cohort, the lack of Cp assessment and 
the very short follow up do not allow further consideration.

These data support an ongoing trial (IELSG39; 

ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01820910) aimed to 
assess the efficacy of first-line Cp-eradicating therapy 
with protracted administration of doxycycline followed 
by eradication monitoring and antibiotic re-treatment at 
infection re-occurrence in this setting of patients. Patients 
are being treated with doxycycline 100 mg twice daily for 
four weeks followed by four weeks rest, repeated for three 
cycles. In the case of infection re-occurrence at any time 
(assessed 3 months after the end of therapy and then every 
six months by tests on conjunctival swabs and PBMC), 
patients are treated again with two courses of 4-week on, 
4-week off of doxycycline 100 mg twice daily to prevent 
relapse. The results of this ongoing trial could provide us 
with further confirmation on the effectiveness of antibiotic 
therapy and treatment scheme as well as on the association 
of the infection with the recurrence of lymphoma.

Borrelia burgdorferi

Bb is a spirochetal bacterium that can be transmitted 
to man by Ixodes ticks and is the causative agent of 
Lyme disease. Acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans is a 
chronic cutaneous manifestation of Lyme disease and has 
been variably associated with primary cutaneous B-cell 
lymphomas (8,73,74); this association has been confirmed 
by serological tests and molecular studies from small 
retrospective series or case reports (8,73-77). Data about 
the prevalence of Bb in primary cutaneous lymphoma 
(PCL) are contrasting; this association ranges from 10% to 
42% in some endemic areas (78) and has not been reported 
in other series from Europe, Asia or America (79-81).

A recent metanalysis shows an association between Bb 
and the onset of PCL, irrespectively of histological subtype; 
the limited figures of analyzed histotypes, however, prevents 
drawing any conclusion (82).

Bb infection might be associated with chronic antigen-
driven lymphomagenesis in the skin, which is the portal 
of entry of this bacterium. Later on, lymphocytes may 
infiltrate the dermis and produce the characteristic 
Borrelial “lymphocytoma”. This lesion can be difficult to 
distinguish from MZL, which led experts to introduce the 
term “Borrelia-associated pseudolymphoma”, and requires 
monoclonality assessment to differentiate this entity from a 
true lymphoma (16).

Primary cutaneous MZL usually present as asymptomatic, 
solitary or multiple erythematous to brown-colored 
papules, nodules, or plaques; lesions are distributed over 
the trunk and extremities with predominance in the upper 
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extremity; B symptoms are generally absent (83,84). Median 
age is from 39 to 55 years and overall, the prognosis is 
favorable, with 5-year overall survival cited at over 95% (85). 
Histological transformation into high-grade lymphoma is 
a rare event, spontaneously resolution has been described, 
but recurrence is frequent. The association between Bb 
infection and PCL should be assessed by anti-Bb IgG and 
IgM serology. In selected centers, with suitable expertise, 
ad hoc polymerase chain reaction techniques aimed to 
detect Bb on skin biopsy specimens are performed, but this 
procedure is not used in routine practice.

In patients with PCL diagnosed in endemic areas, 
antibiotic therapy aimed to eradicate Bb infection should be 
considered as the first-line option before proceeding to more 
aggressive treatments. Reported data on antibiotic therapy 
suggest a superiority of intravenous cephalosporin over the 
use of high doses of tetracycline per os (86). However, this 
conclusion is based on case reports or small retrospective 
case-series (76,87-92). Doxycycline 100 mg bid for at least  
3 weeks (max 6 months) is the most widely used oral 
antibiotic, which is associated with varied results. Complete 
lymphoma remission has been more frequently reported 
among patients treated with intravenous cephalosporin 
(mostly ceftriaxone 2 g daily) for at least 2 weeks.

Achromobacter xylosoxidans (A. xylosoxidans)

A. xylosoxidans is a gram-negative beta-proteobacterium with 
low virulence but high resistance to antibiotic therapy, with 
imipenem and piperacillin being the most active drugs (93).  
Pulmonary parenchyma normally does not contain organized 
lymphoid tissue, but inflammatory stimuli such as follicular 
bronchiolitis, pulmonary inflammatory processes, smoking 
and acute infections may lead to bronchus-associated 
lymphoid tissue (BALT) acquisition (94,95). A single 
experience reported the association between A. xylosoxidans 
and BALT (96). The authors retrospectively analyzed 
124 cases of pulmonary MALT lymphoma from different 
countries and a series of 81 control cases without evidence 
of lymphoma (normal lung, pneumonia, alveolitis, lung 
metastases, emphysema). They detected A. xylosoxidans in 
46% of pulmonary MALT lymphomas with difference in the 
prevalence rate for the different geographical regions, ranging 
from 33% to 67%, with the presence of this bacterium being 
detected in only 18% of controls (P=0.004). As described 
for other pathogens, also A. xylosoxidans can play a role as 
trigger for chronic inflammation, but a definite causative role 
of this bacterium for the pathogenesis of pulmonary MALT 

lymphoma, however, cannot be assumed. A retrospective 
study on a Japanese series of 52 cases of pulmonary MZL has 
shown the presence of A. xylosoxidans DNA only in one case 
(2%) (97).

Activity of antibiotic therapy has been reported in only 
two patients with BALT-type lymphoma and in both cases 
the presence of A. xylosoxidans was not assessed (98). The 
first patient has been treated with chemotherapy (CHOP) 
and subsequent therapy with clarithromycin 200 mg daily 
obtaining a significant response to antibiotic therapy; the 
second patient had a concomitant Hp-positive gastritis and 
experienced MALT lymphoma regression immediately 
after the eradication of this bacteria, achieving a complete 
remission while receiving long-term clarithromycin at 
the same dosage. Microbiological investigations have 
been carried out in neither patient and the effect of 
clarithromycin could be secondary not only to antibacterial 
properties, but also to known antineoplastic capabilities 
(see below). Current microbiological knowledge about A. 
xylosoxidans is borrowed from the experience provided by 
patients with cystic fibrosis in which the bacterium is often 
isolated. This pathogen is not a highly virulent agent, but 
the well-documented multidrug resistance in cystic fibrosis 
patients seems to suggest that a poly-antimicrobial therapy 
may be needed to successfully eradicate this bacterium.

Campylobacter jejuni (Cj)

Cj is a gram-negative bacterium responsible of acute 
gastroenteritis worldwide, mostly in developing countries. 
Cj was associated with immune-proliferative small intestine 
disease (IPSID), an intestinal variant of the MALT 
lymphoma (16). The duodenum is the most common site of 
disease (63% of patients), followed by the jejunum (17%) 
and ileum (8%) (99). IPSID represents a single entity 
which may show a spectrum of different clinical aspects, 
including benign, intermediate and overtly malignant stages 
that have been formerly named “α-heavy chain disease” 
and “Mediterranean lymphoma”. Patients with small 
intestinal lymphoma of Northern Europe and America 
show relevant socio-epidemiologic, clinical, anatomical, and 
histopathological differences with respect to patients from 
the Mediterranean area. It is difficult to find cases of IPSID 
in its true “Mediterranean form” in Western people.

IPSID affects mainly older children and young 
adults (range, 10–35 years; median, 25–30 years) of 
low socioeconomic status in developing countries. It is 
uncommon in other age groups. Most cases of IPSID are 
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reported in the Middle East, North and South Africa, and 
the Far East (100-102). Accordingly, most patients present 
with a malabsorption syndrome with colicky abdominal 
pain, diarrhea, severe weight loss, hypoproteinemia, and 
immunological deficits. In the advanced stage of this disease, 
vomiting, abdominal mass and organomegaly are more 
frequent (100). Endoscopy of the small intestine shows 
variable abnormalities including thickened mucosal folds, 
nodules, ulcers, and/or sub-mucosal infiltration whereby the 
intestine is motionless, firm to touch, and non-distensible. 
Barium X-rays of the small intestine show diffuse dilation of 
the organ, with thickened mucosal folds and spiculated fold 
edges.

Bacterial overgrowth and intestinal parasitosis (mainly 
with Giardia) are common, as are anemia and vitamins 
deficiencies. The number of circulating lymphocytes 
is reduced and humoral and cell-mediated immune 
responses are often impaired. The most relevant laboratory 
abnormality in IPSID is the detection, mainly during 
the early stages of the disease, in serum, urine, saliva, or 
intestinal secretions, of α-heavy chain, whereas Bence-
Jones protein is characteristically absent. The α-heavy chain 
is a 29,000–34,000 kDa protein produced by intestinal 
plasma cells that carries an internal deletion of the VH and 
CH1 regions and is devoid of associated light chain. The 
distinguishing histopathological feature of IPSID is the 
presence of dense mucosal infiltrate mostly represented by 
many plasma cells and, to a lesser extent, by “centrocyte-
like” predominantly involving long segments of the 
proximal portions of small bowel mucosa (102,103).

The presence of Cj has been demonstrated in the 
intestinal tissue obtained from a patient with IPSID who 
had a dramatic response to antibiotic and a retrospective 
analysis of archival intestinal biopsy specimen identified 
Campylobacter species in four of six additional patients 
with IPSID, using fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) 

and immunohistochemical techniques (104). Therefore, the 
role of Cj as an infectious trigger has been hypothesized 
and a current hypothesis is that in the context of impaired 
immunity, patients may have difficulties clearing Cj small 
bowel infection, resulting in chronic antigenic stimulation 
leading to a gut mucosa-associated, IgA-producing plasma 
cell proliferation leading to the development of IPSID 
(100,105).

There is no consensus on the best therapeutic approach 
to IPSID patients. The experiences reported in literature 
are the result of limited and often retrospective case 
series. Stage of disease is one the most important factors 
determining the therapeutic choice. Two staging system 
exist: one is based on histologic findings (106) (Table 3)  
and the other based on the anatomic spread of the 
lymphomatous disease (107) (Table 4). In the early stages, 
authors agree on the use of broad-spectrum antibiotic 
therapy as exclusive treatment; outcome differ both in the 
choice and duration of the antibiotic therapy. The only 
available prospective study shows the results of 21 Tunisian 
patients treated between 1981 and 1985 (108). Six of these 
patients had early disease and have been treated with 
upfront antibiotic therapy. In the case of jejunal bacterial 
overgrowth, the patients have received antibiogram-selected 
antibiotics, while patients without bacterial overgrowth, 
have been treated with ampicillin plus metronidazole; 
duration of antibiotic therapy varied from 7 to 24 months. 
Patients with advanced stage have received anthracycline-
based combination chemotherapy. The overall survival was 
90%±12% at 2 years and 67%±25% at 3 years. All patients 
alive beyond 3.5 years were disease free.

Another experience from Turkish colleagues reported 
results from 23 patients (109) (16 stage B and C). Seven 
patients had stage-A IPSID and have been treated with 
upfront tetracycline monotherapy for a median duration 
of 7 months (range, 6–11); five of them had a complete 

Table 3 Staging systems in IPSID—Galian staging system (106)

Stage Small intestine Lymph nodes

A Lymphoplasmacytic or plasmacytic infiltration of the lamina 
propria, variable villous atrophy

Plasmacytic infiltration, nodal architecture generally 
preserved

B Atypical lymphoplasmacytes or plasmacytes with 
immunoblast-like cells with extension to at least submucosa, 
subtotal or total villous atrophy

Atypical plasmacytic infiltrate with immunoblast- like cells, 
subtotal or total effacement of nodal architecture

C Frankly malignant invasion through entire intestinal wall Malignant effacement of entire lymph node

IPSID, immune-proliferative small intestine disease.
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remission and two had a partial response. The other 16 
patients had a stage B or C IPSID and have been treated 
with COPP chemotherapy followed by tetracycline 1 g/d 
for 6 months in responding patients, obtaining a complete 
remission in 11 patients, with a 5-year disease-free survival 
of 75% and a 5-year OS of 70%.

Antibiotic therapy seems to be an effective and well 
tolerate therapeutic option as first-line treatment of patients 
with stage-A IPSID (110). The best regimen should include 
tetracycline with or without metronidazole for at least  
6 months, with periodic response assessment to indicate 
maintenance treatment in patients who do not achieve a 
complete remission (102). For stage B and C, CHOP or 
CHOP-like chemotherapy should be used; an adequate 
supportive therapy should be initiated as well in case 
of clinical or laboratory signs of malabsorption and 
dehydration (110,111).

Antibiotics as anti-proliferating agents

In the last years, the role of antibiotics as antineoplastic 
agents inducing cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, autophagy, and 
oxidative stress was also investigated (112-115), and, in 
particular, macrolides have been tested in hematological 
malignancies. Several in vitro models of immunomodulatory 
and direct antiproliferative activity of macrolides have 
been reported, including increased activity of NK-cells, 
accumulation of cytotoxic CD8+ and interferon-gamma 
producing T-cells, inhibition of TNF- and VEGF activity 
and decrease of IL-6 and IL-8. Macrolides have also been 
shown to directly inhibit the mTOR pathway (116).

Several clinical experiences have shown encouraging 
response rates with the use of clarithromycin, alone or 
in combination with immunomodulatory compounds, 
in patients with multiple myeloma or Waldenström’s 
macroglobulinemia (117,118). A phase II trial has 

demonstrated that the combination of clarithromycin, 
lenalidomide and dexamethasone (BiRD regimen) is an 
effective first-line therapy, with manageable toxicity, for 
patients with multiple myeloma (117). This combination 
has been associated with an objective response rate of 
90%, a combined stringent and conventional CR rate of 
39%, and 74% of the patients achieving at least a 90% 
decrease in M-protein levels. Thromboembolic events, 
corticosteroid-related morbidity and cytopenias have been 
the most relevant adverse events. The combination termed 
BLT-D (clarithromycin 500 mg orally twice daily, low-
dose thalidomide 50 mg orally escalated to 200 mg daily, 
and dexamethasone 40 mg orally once weekly) has been 
associated with 83% response rate and a median time on 
therapy of 7 months (range, 3 to 28) in 12 patients with 
relapsed/refractory Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia (118). 
Neurotoxicity has been the major limiting adverse event, 
probably attributable to both thalidomide and paraprotein-
related neuropathy; other toxicities included gastrointestinal 
and endocrinal manifestations, mostly of grade 1–2. BLT-D 
appeared to be an active, non myelosuppressive treatment 
for Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia, however, burdened 
by neurotoxicity that limited the escalation dose of 
thalidomide.

On these notions, anticancer activities of clarithromycin 
have been subsequently investigated in patients with 
lymphomas, in particular with MZL (119-122). In a pivotal 
phase-II trial (119), 13 patients with refractory EMZL have 
been treated with clarithromycin 500 mg orally, twice daily, 
for 6 months. As expected, clarithromycin has been well 
tolerated, with no cases of adverse event grade >1, and has 
shown an ORR of 38% and a 2-year PFS of 58%±13%. In 
the same setting of patients, another phase II study (HDK 
trial) has been conducted to evaluate the efficacy of high-
dose clarithromycin for a shorter course (120). Four courses 
of oral clarithromycin 2 g/day, days 1–14, every 21 days  

Table 4 Staging systems in IPSID—Salem staging system (107)

Stage Definition

0 Benign-appearing lymphoplasmacytic mucosal infiltrate (LPI), no evidence of malignancy by staging laparotomy

I LPI and malignant lymphoma in either intestine (Ii) or mesenteric lymph nodes (In), but not both

II LPI and malignant lymphoma in both intestine and mesenteric lymph nodes

III Involvement of retroperitoneal and/or extra-abdominal lymph nodes

IV Involvement of noncontiguous nonlymphatic tissues

IPSID, immune-proliferative small intestine disease.
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have been associated with an ORR of 52% and a 2-year 
PFS of 56%±10% in 23 patients with relapsed/refractory 
EMZL. Toxicity has been mild, with only two cases of 
nausea grade >2.

A retrospective analysis on 55 patients (47 in second or 
further line of therapy) with MALT lymphoma treated with 
clarithromycin have been performed to better define the 
most effective and best tolerated dosage and administration 
schedule (121). ORR has been 57% in 32 patients treated 
with a dose of 1 g/day, and 41% in the 23 patients treated 
with a dose of 2 g/day (P=0.28). The 3-year PFS and OS 
for the 47 patients with relapsed/refractory disease have 
been respectively 51% and 96% (95% CI: 91–100%). 
Tolerability was excellent, and there were no cases of high-
grade transformation nor lymphoma-related deaths. With 
the limitations of a retrospective analysis, a long-lasting 
treatment with a daily dose of 1 g has been suggested for 
treatment of patients with relapsed MZL. A recent phase 
II trial failed to meet the primary endpoint in 16 patients 
with relapsed MALT lymphoma treated with azithromycin 
as a single agent (123). Oral azithromycin 1,500 mg once-
weekly 4 times a month has been associated with excellent 
safety profile but, although pharmacological and in vitro 
evidence of activity (116,122,124,125), the trial has been 
interrupted because the achieved 25% of ORR was below 
the threshold of interest.

A recent retrospective analysis of real-life experience 
has confirmed activity and safety of clarithromycin 
monotherapy in 23 patients with MALT lymphoma, both at 
diagnosis and relapse, with an ORR of 48% and 2-year PFS 
of 53% (126).

All together these studies support the role of macrolides 
as anticancer agents in patients with EMZL, even in cases 
where a bacterial target is not identified.

Conclusions

An etio-pathogenic association with a few bacteria has 
been reported for some MZL entities. The indolent 
clinical behavior of these neoplasms, support the safe use 
of antibiotic therapy as a first-line therapy, in particular in 
cases of localized disease. Anti-Hp antibiotic therapy plays 
an undiscussed role as upfront treatment of patients with 
gastric MALT lymphoma. The rarity of extra-gastric MZL 
entities hampers to execute randomized trials, however, 
single-arm phase II trials suggest that antibiotics are safe and 
effective treatments for patients with OAMZL or IPSID. 
Some antibiotics can also be considered for their anti-

cancer capabilities, demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo, 
even when a bacterial target is not identified. Further lab 
and clinical investigations are warranted in this intriguing 
field. Among many others, identification of new micro-
organisms with lymphomagenic capability, assessment of 
new antibiotics and combinations of antibiotics and other 
anticancer agents will constitute important steps forward in 
the treatment of MZL.
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